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1 the importance of the first day starts in scripture scripture reports that the new testament church gathered to
worship on sunday acts 20 7 1 cor 16 2 rev 1 10 but scripture doesn t use the word sunday a name associated
with sun worship 12 14 it s not unusual for christians and non christians alike to question why we worship on
sunday rather than saturday the sabbath or the seventh day of the week in bible times the jewish custom was
and still is today to observe the sabbath day of worship on saturday these bible verses reflect the significance of
sunday as a day of gathering worship rest and encountering god s presence each verse holds its unique
message and relevance to the concept of sunday in the context of christian faith and practice sunday the first
day of the week it is regarded by most christians as the lord s day or the weekly memorial of jesus christ s
resurrection from the dead the practice of christians gathering together for worship on sunday dates back to
apostolic times but details of the actual development of sunday is the day of the week between saturday and
monday sunday is a day of rest in most western countries and a part of the weekend in some middle eastern
countries sunday is a weekday the disciples had no plans to make sunday a day of worship there is no hint in
the new testament that the disciples or jesus changed the day of worship from sabbath to sunday nowhere in
the new testament is there a command to worship on sunday as a memorial to the resurrection of jesus 100
bible verses about sunday exodus 12 16 esv 89 helpful votes helpful not helpful on the first day you shall hold a
holy assembly and on the seventh day a holy assembly no work shall be done on those days but what everyone
needs to eat that alone may be prepared by you exodus 20 8 11 esv 81 helpful votes helpful not helpful
however there is a lot of work for pay that simply has to be done on sundays and it is not at all sinful to do it the
planes trains and buses have to run on sundays the hospitals and restaurants have to be open to serve peoples
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needs answer working on sunday is definitely not a sin working on sunday is not prohibited in the bible the idea
that christians should not be working on sunday comes from a misunderstanding of old testament sabbath
keeping for the israelites and its relation to sunday worship for christians the meaning of sunday is the first day
of the week the christian analogue of the jewish sabbath how to use sunday in a sentence we now assemble
corporately for worship and enjoy a foretaste of our eternal rest then go out into the kingdom of this world to
work for six days so why do we worship on sunday and not saturday the first day of the week was the day on
which our lord rose from the dead john 20 1 cf ps 118 24 in christianity the lord s day refers to sunday the
principal day of communal worship it is the first day of the week in the hebrew calendar and traditional christian
calendars with the exception of european workweek calendars the history of sunday worship is a long and
complex one filled with political religious and cultural influences the origins of sunday worship can be traced
back to the early christian church where the day was chosen to commemorate the resurrection of jesus christ in
conclusion no sunday is not the christian sabbath there is no biblically commanded christian sabbath but it is
perfectly acceptable to set aside sunday as a day for worship in light of christ s resurrection occurring on a
sunday sanctify sunday by abstaining from servile work how can i sanctify sundays beyond just mass based on
these articles some have asked what activities are sinful for catholics is it sinful to shop for groceries or buy
clothes is cleaning sinful does it matter if we clean our homes or do it for others for money sunday is the first
day of the week for roughly half the world monday is the first day of the week for the other half roughly 55 of
the world s population start their week on a sunday 44 on a monday timeanddate com what is easter sunday
easter sunday is the day we celebrate the resurrection of jesus christ jesus christ is the son of god he was
crucified and rose three days later the day that he rose is called easter sunday in the bible there is a reference
to easter in acts 12 4 sunday is the seventh day of the week according to the international standard iso 8601
however many countries including the us canada and japan count sunday as the first day of the week sunday
comes after saturday and before monday in our modern day gregorian calendar the phrase as easy as sunday
morning has become a widely recognized idiom that conveys a sense of simplicity and relaxation its origins can
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be traced back to the cultural significance of sunday mornings in many societies the day of the week after
saturday and before monday when most people in western countries do not go to work we re going to visit my
aunt and uncle on sunday they go to church on sundays the choir is giving a concert next sunday i haven t done
any exercise since last sunday
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7 things you should know about the lord s day May 20 2024
1 the importance of the first day starts in scripture scripture reports that the new testament church gathered to
worship on sunday acts 20 7 1 cor 16 2 rev 1 10 but scripture doesn t use the word sunday a name associated
with sun worship 12 14

why do christians worship on sunday learn religions Apr 19 2024
it s not unusual for christians and non christians alike to question why we worship on sunday rather than
saturday the sabbath or the seventh day of the week in bible times the jewish custom was and still is today to
observe the sabbath day of worship on saturday

25 bible verses about sunday with commentary scripture savvy
Mar 18 2024
these bible verses reflect the significance of sunday as a day of gathering worship rest and encountering god s
presence each verse holds its unique message and relevance to the concept of sunday in the context of
christian faith and practice

sunday rest worship reflection britannica Feb 17 2024
sunday the first day of the week it is regarded by most christians as the lord s day or the weekly memorial of
jesus christ s resurrection from the dead the practice of christians gathering together for worship on sunday
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dates back to apostolic times but details of the actual development of

sunday wikipedia Jan 16 2024
sunday is the day of the week between saturday and monday sunday is a day of rest in most western countries
and a part of the weekend in some middle eastern countries sunday is a weekday

what bible verses mention worship on sunday bibleinfo com Dec
15 2023
the disciples had no plans to make sunday a day of worship there is no hint in the new testament that the
disciples or jesus changed the day of worship from sabbath to sunday nowhere in the new testament is there a
command to worship on sunday as a memorial to the resurrection of jesus

what does the bible say about sunday openbible info Nov 14 2023
100 bible verses about sunday exodus 12 16 esv 89 helpful votes helpful not helpful on the first day you shall
hold a holy assembly and on the seventh day a holy assembly no work shall be done on those days but what
everyone needs to eat that alone may be prepared by you exodus 20 8 11 esv 81 helpful votes helpful not
helpful
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is it a sin to work on sunday catholic digest Oct 13 2023
however there is a lot of work for pay that simply has to be done on sundays and it is not at all sinful to do it the
planes trains and buses have to run on sundays the hospitals and restaurants have to be open to serve peoples
needs

is working on sunday a sin gotquestions org Sep 12 2023
answer working on sunday is definitely not a sin working on sunday is not prohibited in the bible the idea that
christians should not be working on sunday comes from a misunderstanding of old testament sabbath keeping
for the israelites and its relation to sunday worship for christians

sunday definition meaning merriam webster Aug 11 2023
the meaning of sunday is the first day of the week the christian analogue of the jewish sabbath how to use
sunday in a sentence

why do christians worship on sunday ligonier ministries Jul 10
2023
we now assemble corporately for worship and enjoy a foretaste of our eternal rest then go out into the kingdom
of this world to work for six days so why do we worship on sunday and not saturday the first day of the week
was the day on which our lord rose from the dead john 20 1 cf ps 118 24
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lord s day wikipedia Jun 09 2023
in christianity the lord s day refers to sunday the principal day of communal worship it is the first day of the
week in the hebrew calendar and traditional christian calendars with the exception of european workweek
calendars

the surprising history of sunday worship when did christians May
08 2023
the history of sunday worship is a long and complex one filled with political religious and cultural influences the
origins of sunday worship can be traced back to the early christian church where the day was chosen to
commemorate the resurrection of jesus christ

is sunday the christian sabbath gotquestions org Apr 07 2023
in conclusion no sunday is not the christian sabbath there is no biblically commanded christian sabbath but it is
perfectly acceptable to set aside sunday as a day for worship in light of christ s resurrection occurring on a
sunday

sunday activities for catholics what is sinful and what is Mar 06
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sanctify sunday by abstaining from servile work how can i sanctify sundays beyond just mass based on these
articles some have asked what activities are sinful for catholics is it sinful to shop for groceries or buy clothes is
cleaning sinful does it matter if we clean our homes or do it for others for money

what is the first day of the week timeanddate com Feb 05 2023
sunday is the first day of the week for roughly half the world monday is the first day of the week for the other
half roughly 55 of the world s population start their week on a sunday 44 on a monday timeanddate com

what is easter sunday why do we celebrate it christianity Jan 04
2023
what is easter sunday easter sunday is the day we celebrate the resurrection of jesus christ jesus christ is the
son of god he was crucified and rose three days later the day that he rose is called easter sunday in the bible
there is a reference to easter in acts 12 4

sunday seventh day of the week timeanddate com Dec 03 2022
sunday is the seventh day of the week according to the international standard iso 8601 however many countries
including the us canada and japan count sunday as the first day of the week sunday comes after saturday and
before monday in our modern day gregorian calendar
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the meaning behind as easy as sunday morning regretless Nov 02
2022
the phrase as easy as sunday morning has become a widely recognized idiom that conveys a sense of simplicity
and relaxation its origins can be traced back to the cultural significance of sunday mornings in many societies

sunday english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 01 2022
the day of the week after saturday and before monday when most people in western countries do not go to
work we re going to visit my aunt and uncle on sunday they go to church on sundays the choir is giving a
concert next sunday i haven t done any exercise since last sunday
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